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Former chairman and owner of Hayward, a leading figure of the
pool industry and one of the first to engineer pool products
utilizing plastic components, passed away recently.
In 1964 Oscar Davis purchased a metal fabrication business
from Irving Hayward and turned it into what is now known as
Hayward Industries. He arrived in the U.S. in 1929, full of
ambition and went on to live an accomplished life. In 2002 Oscar
was recognized with the Ellis Island Medal of Honor for his
outstanding service to humanity. At the ceremony, he said –
"Treat people with kindness and respect and in turn the same
will be passed back to you".
Oscar had an amazing collection of vintage autos that he
loved to share with others.
He recently celebrated his 95th birthday and is survived by his
wife Betty, daughters Fran and Carol along with former President
and CEO Robert Davis.
Rest in peace, Oscar.

Hayward HydraPure™
combines the germicidal
properties of UV light with the
oxidative power of ozone to
form hydroxyl radicals that
effectively destroys 99.9%* of
chlorine-resistant
microorganisms in pool water.
The HydraPure™ has an
intelligent all-in-one design that
operates efficiently at a range
of flow rates.
HydraPure™ is fast and simple
to install with a rotatable lid for
easy access to the intelligent
visual
display
that
makes
it easy to monitor functions,
bulb life and
status.

Scan the QR code to
watch the video on
HydraPure™
*At flow rates up to 80 GPM, with a reduced level above 80 GPM

Hayward AquaVac 250Li
Cordless Robotic Cleaner

The AquaVac 250 Li is the first
of its kind in the Hayward®
robotic cleaner family provides
superior performance without
the hassle of tangled cords or
getting stuck.
After full charge the battery
lasts up to two hours -longer
than most other cordless
cleaners.
A patented drive
system provides
complete
coverage for
above-ground
pools and small
flat-bottomed inground pools (with a slope of
less than 15˚ and less than 5'
deep) and works on all finishes.
An ideal value addition to
plunge pools that are part of
residential
projects.

Scan the QR code to
watch the AquaVac 250Li
in action

Deck Jet 500
– Elevate the visual and
acoustic appeal of your pool

The Deck Jet 500 creates an
arching stream from the deck to
the pool. The flow and direction
are simple to adjust without
tools.
The Deck Jet 500 features an
attractive bronzecoated cover and
the industry's only
height adjustment
mechanism for
perfect deck
alignment even
after settling WFJ100 Deck Jet
occurs.
The Deck Jet 500 can be used
in
» Sun-Shelves
» Spas
» Spill Overs
» Fountains
» Splash Pads

Amerec AK
Steam Generators
– First Class Performance

To add steam to the shower
simply requires an enclosed
shower and the addition of a
steam generator and control.
Luxury is added without using
any extra space.
The Amerec AK steam
generator uses full power to
quickly heat up the steam room
to its preset temperature, then
cuts power to half its elements.
The result is a more consistent
flow of soft steam and more
stable temperature.
The new Comfort Flo Steam
Head gives an
improved
dispersion pattern
that provides ComfortFlo
Steamhead
even heat
throughout the steam room.
The steam head’s internal Ryton
plastic insulator prevents the
exterior metal surface from
reaching high temperature.
Amerec steam generators can
be consolidated with your
Hayward shipment for cost
savings.
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